
Guided Reading 

Monday. 

Read ‘The Charge of The Light Brigade’ by Alfred Lord Tennyson and answer questions which follow. 

 

 

  



1. How many soldiers ‘rode’ in Verse I? (1 mark) 

 

2. ‘Half a league, half a league, Half a league onward’ 

These lines use repetition of a phrase for effect. Find and copy two more phrases that are 

repeated in Verse I. (2 marks) 

3. In verse II, find and copy a phrase which suggests a mistake had been made. (1 mark) 

 

4. Which word is used to rhyme with brigade? (1 mark) 

 

 

5. Look at these lines: 

‘Theirs not to make reply, 

Theirs not to reason why, 

Theirs but to do and die.’ 

 

What does this tell you about the attitude of the soldiers? (2 marks) 

 

6. Look at these lines: 

‘Boldly they rode and well, 

Into the jaws of Death’ 

 

What do you think is meant by this? (2 marks) 

 

7. Look at verse VI. Find and copy a word which suggests the poet believes we should admire 

the soldiers and regard them with great respect. (1 mark) 

 

8. Order these events from the poem. (1 mark) 

The brigade rode back but some men had been killed. 

The soldiers all followed the order and rode forward. 

The order was given to charge forward. 

The enemy were waiting and shot at the soldiers. 

 

9. Look at these lines: 

‘Cannon to right of them, 

Canon to left of them, 

Cannon behind them 

Volleyed and thundered’ 

 

Which of these statements best summarise the situation being described? (1 mark) 

A - The soldiers did not have any cannons. 

B - The brigade did not know about the enemy cannons. 

C - The soldiers were surrounded by enemy cannons. 

D - There was a storm with thunder and lightning.  

  



Tuesday 

Read ‘If’ by Rudyard Kipling and answer the questions which follow. 

  



1. Who is the poem written for? Give evidence to support your answer 

2. Why did Kipling write this poem? 

3. What is the meaning of the phrase ‘…keep your head…’? 

4. Which quality is the poet writing about in line 5? 

5. Explain the phrase ‘…don’t deal in lies,’. 

6. Which poetic device is used in lines 11 and 12? Explain your answer. 

7. What might the word ‘knaves’ mean? 

8. Summarise the meaning behind lines 21-24. 

9. Explain your understanding of the following line: ‘Or walk with kings – nor lose the common 

touch’. 

10. What did the poet mean when he wrote the following lines? Explain your reasoning. 

‘If you can fill the unforgiving minute 

With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,’ 

11. Which do you think is the best piece of advice? Explain your reasoning. 

 

  



Wednesday 

Read ‘The Tyger’ by William Blake and answer the questions which follow. 

  

  



1. What do you think the poem is about? 

2. Explain what you think the poet meant when he described the animal as ‘burning bright’. 

3. When and where might this animal be found? 

4. Write down five examples of alliteration from the poem. 

5. Write down your favourite rhyming couplet from the poem and explain your reason for the 

choice. 

6. What might ‘sinews’ be? Explain your reasoning. 

7. In verse 4, Blake is suggesting that such a powerful animal must have been created by… 

A – a sculptor 

B – a painter 

C – a blacksmith 

D – a carpenter 

8. Who is ‘he’ in verse 5? 

9. Why do you think the word ‘tyger’ is spelt with a ‘y’ instead of an ‘I’? 

10. Is this a modern-day poem? Explain your answer using evidence from the text.  

 

  



Thursday 

Read ‘Jabberwocky’ by Lewis Carroll. Complete the vocabulary task that follows. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Read the poem and see if you can decipher what these words could mean. Draw this table in your 

book and fill it out. Remember to always refer to the poem. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Friday 

Read ‘Jabberwocky’ again. Answer these questions. 

 

1. What does the poet warn his son that he needs to ‘shun’? 

A – Jubjub birds 

B – Tumtum trees 

C – The Jabberwock 

D – The Bandersnatch 

 

2. What do you think a ‘vorpal sword’ is? 

A – a type of fruit 

B – a type of plant 

C – a type of weapon 

D – a type of animal 

 

3. What word class do you think ‘galumphing’ (line 20) is? 

A – noun 

B – adverb 

C – adjective 

D – verb 

 

4. Why did the hero have to rest by the Tumtum tree? Explain your answer using evidence 

from the text. 

 

5. Did the hero kill the Jabberwock? Explain your answer using evidence form the text. 

 

6. In the last stanza, the poet repeats the first stanza. What is the effect of this? 

 

7. ‘The poem is very similar to a fairy tale’. Do you agree with his statement? Use evidence 

from the text to support your answer. 


